Clinton announces agreement on sanctions for Iran nuclear

Clinton announced agreement on sanctions against Iran -- the day after Iran agreed on nuclear swap with Turkey and Brazil. It is breaking news according to The Washington Post.

News Alert: Clinton: U.S., partners agree on plan for new sanctions against Iran

10:50 AM EDT Tuesday, May 18, 2010
---------------------

WASHINGTON -- Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton says the United States and its partners seeking new sanctions against Iran have come up with a draft proposal for a new round of penalties.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/RRHKUP/V3MNV/EDOLHJ/4DUWI9/34BLW/ID/t

Search term: I searched and could not find a 'clean' way to do the search. I settled on **Iran nuclear sanctions**. But it starts before the breaking news announcement, and potentially could continue long past reaction to the multi-state agreement.

The first search produced 740 tweets ranging back as far as May 12, 2010. So I will have to look for a bump in the messaging for the impact of the 'breaking news.'

New action and a new breaking news story from The Post

News Alert: U.N. Security Council votes to impose new sanctions on Iran
11:32 AM EDT Wednesday, June 9, 2010
---------------------

The U.N. Security Council voted 12 to 2 to impose a fourth round of sanctions on Iran, bringing to a close months of diplomatic efforts by the Obama administration to penalize Tehran for building a covert nuclear facility and accelerating its enrichment of uranium.

Brazil and Turkey voted against the measure, while Lebanon abstained. The measure modestly reinforces a range of economic, high-technology and military sanctions against Iran, and targets more than 40 Iranian elites and companies linked to the nation's nuclear program with a travel ban and an asset freeze.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/2GZNC0/AAZVS/LJ7OC1/KHUCB8/H3GCQ/MQ/t

Might see a bump in the stream.

The number of tweets when the search was stopped [June 15, 2010] was 4546.
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